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Abstract: Graph theory (GT) concepts are potentially applicable in the field of computer science
(CS) for many purposes. The unique applications of GT in the CS field such as clustering of web
documents, cryptography, and analyzing an algorithm’s execution, among others, are promising
applications. Furthermore, GT concepts can be employed to electronic circuit simplifications and
analysis. Recently, graphs have been extensively used in social networks (SNs) for many purposes
related to modelling and analysis of the SN structures, SN operation modelling, SN user analysis,
and many other related aspects. Considering the widespread applications of GT in SNs, this article
comprehensively summarizes GT use in the SNs. The goal of this survey paper is twofold. First,
we briefly discuss the potential applications of GT in the CS field along with practical examples.
Second, we explain the GT uses in the SNs with sufficient concepts and examples to demonstrate the
significance of graphs in SN modeling and analysis.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Historical Background of the Graph Theory

The concept/origin of graph theory (GT) started with the Koinsber Bridge’s problem in 1735
for the first time in history [1]. With the help of the Koinsber Bridge’s problem, the concept of the
Eulerian graph was derived. After that, Euler studied the concept of the Koinsber Bridge’s problem,
and devised a new structure which was named the Eulerian Graph. Later, A.F Mobius gave the
concept of two graphs i.e., complete graph and bipartite graph, in 1840 [2]. Kuratowski used both these
graphs in some recreational problems and proved that both these graphs are planar in the recreational
problems domain [3]. Gustav Kirchhoff gave the idea of tree structure without cycles in 1845 [4].
In addition, authors explained the GT concepts usage in calculating current in electrical circuits. In
1852, Thomas Gutherie introduced the four color problems which are extremely useful in today’s
computer applications [5]. After that, in 1856, the Hamiltonian graph was invented by Thomas. P.
Kirkman and Hamiltonian, and this type of graph has been extensively used in the literature [6–9].
The puzzle problem was introduced in 1913 by H. Dudeney using the prior concepts of the GT [10]. In
1878, James Joseph Sylvester introduced the word “Graphs” [11]. He used two concepts of algebra
i.e., co-variants and quantic invariants, and drew an analogy between them. Ramsey devised the
concept of the external graph theory in 1941 by working on colorations [12]. Until then, GT concepts
were adopted by a majority of scientists in their works. Recently, graphs are extensively used in many
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disciplines including social networks (SNs) modelling, big data analysis, natural language processing
(NLP), complex network analysis, and patter recognition applications.

1.2. Overview of the Existing Surveys and Applications of Graph Theory in Computer Science and
Social Networks

A number of studies have reported the graph theory applications in unique aspects of computer
science and social networks. The unique aspects related to both these fields employing GT are
cryptography [13], quantum cryptography [14], coding theory [15], construction of asymptotically
shortest k-radius sequences [16], privacy-preserving graph publication for informative analysis [17],
studying the human brain anatomical network via graphs [18], landscape connectivity and conservation
planning [19], image processing [20], information retrieval [21], social network analysis [22],
signal processing via graphs [23], knowledge discovery in social networks [24], robotics [25], [26],
network analysis of the world’s subway systems [27], semidefinite programming [28,29], image
segmentation [30], clustering [31–35], data science [36–38], and pattern recognition [39]. These, among
others, are the well-known graph theory unique applications. The seven most relevant surveys related
to our work are: (1) Riaz et al. [40], (2) Shirinivas et al. [41], (3) DurgaPrasad et al. [42], (4) Liu et al. [43],
(5) Qingbao Yu et al. [44], (6) Sporns et al. [45], and (7) Goyal et al. [46]. These studies have explained
the GT applications in the field of computer science (CS). Meanwhile, the practical feasibility of the GT
applications has not been comprehensively reported by these studies. In addition, there is no single
survey that covers all practical applications of GT in both CS and SN domains, respectively.

Graph theory techniques [47] are widely used in different disciplines including chemistry, biology,
physics, and computer science [48–50]. GT is basically a mathematics concept with widespread
applications in every discipline for modelling and analysis. In this paper, we briefly discuss
the uses of GT in the field of CS and SNs [51–55]. We present different applications of graph
theory in both these domains. Recently, many efforts have been devoted to developing complex
software/environments/packages that can render the complex graph containing excessive amounts of
data in a single window or an interface [56–58]. A comprehensive overview of the GT applications in
the CS field is presented in Figure 1.
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A graph is a set of nodes and edges. The nodes are referred to as vertices/vertex, and the edges
are lines or arcs that connect any two/multiple nodes in a graph. A graph can be mathematically
represented with G. For example, in SNs a user’s graph is G(U, V) where U is the list of users, and V
represents the set of edges showing the relationship between the users or items. The graphs are of
two types: directed and undirected. In undirected graphs, the edges have no direction. An example
of the undirected graph is shown in Figure 2a. For example, in Figure 2a depicted below, there is a
relationship between L and M, and this is the same thing as saying there is a relationship between
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M and L. We can refer to the line between M and L as (L→M) or (M←L) as it makes no difference
in interpretation/understanding. The potential examples of the undirected graph are people and
friendship in a SN or scientist and co-authored papers in a collaboration network. In contrast, in the
directed graphs, the edges do have a particular direction (i.e., they can be regarded as incoming or
outgoing). In these cases, the graphs are drawn with edges having arrowheads. The directed graphs
are commonly known as digraphs. An example of directed graph is presented in Figure 2b. This might
record the social relation “who likes whom” in a SN. Persons A, B, and D all say they like person C.
Note that person C does not say that he likes A, B, or D. B and A like each other. Nobody says they like
G. The example of directed graph is shown in Figure 2b. The potential applications of the directed
graph are web pages and hyperlinks connections, Twitter follower graphs, interactions between users
in a SN, and influence of one use on another user in SNs.
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Furthermore, graphs can be classified into two additional categories: valued and non-valued. A
valued graph has values (i.e., in the form of numbers) attached to the lines that represent the intensity
or strength or quantity of the tie or frequency between the two nodes. The latter just represent the
connection/relationship between nodes without any number. In SNs, the lines can represent the
relationship (e.g., relative, friend, lover) between two users or the number of times a user X interacted
with user Y. An example of a valued graph is shown in Figure 3, where the edge weight represents the
amount of trade, in trillions of dollars, between five different countries. The possible example of a
non-valued graph can be the close border of some countries with each other without specifying the
length of the borders.
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There exist multiple types of the graphs that can be classified into several categories. Gartner [59]
suggests the five broad categories of graphs based on their use, which are presented below.
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and services, event and activities, and trifle. 

 Consumption graph: The consumption graph is also known as the “payment graph”. It is mainly 

used in the retail industry. Many e-commerce companies such as eBay, Amazon, and Walmart 

use this type of graphs to track the consumption of their customers/subscribers. Examples of the 

consumption graph include credit risk analysis and chargebacks. 

 Interest graph: Interest graphs models a user’s interests. It has been used for the organizing the 

web by interest rather than indexing only webpages.  

 Mobile graph: This type of graph is built from mobile data. The mobile data include browsing 

data from the web, smart applications, web applications, digital wallets, global positioning 

systems (GPS), and Internet of Things (IoT) devices. 

1.3. Our Contribution 

The contributions of this research in the field of graph theory (GT) can be summarized as follows: 

(i) it explains the relevant details about the graph theory concept, different types of the graphs, 

historical background of the GT, its uses, and practical applications in the computer science (CS) field; 

(ii) it summarizes the uses of the graphs in social networks (SNs) with sufficient details and concepts; 

(iii) it covers many realistic examples from both CS and SN in which the graphs were increasingly 

used in the recent past, and where the same trends may go in the future; (iv) it explains some open 

technical challenges related to the graph’s handling which needs further research and development 

from the research community; (v) it provides the visual examples with sufficient details that can help 

researchers to get a concrete overview of the GT use from basic to advanced level in CS and SN 

domains; and (vi) to the best of our knowledge, this is the first survey that covers GT use in both SNs 

and CS, respectively. 

1.4. Paper Organization 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains the GT practical applications in 

the field of CS with examples. Section 3 explains the novel applications of the GT in SNs. Section 4 

discusses the challenges of the GT and summarizes the GT use in both fields (i.e., CS and SN). Finally, 

conclusions and future directions are presented in a Section 5. 

2. Graph Theory Practical Applications in the Computer Science Field 

This section explains the GT applications in the field of computer science, with examples. 

2.1. Uses of Graph Theory in Algorithms  

In the field of CS, algorithms have very important roles for developing and upgrading 

applications. Generally, software developers make the complete design of their applications prior to 

development, and then they follow this design to develop applications, so that applications are 

flawless. GT plays a very important role in designing algorithms. There are many algorithms 

developed with the help of graphs to solve different real-world problems. Some of them are listed as: 

(1) Depth First Search (DFS) and Breath First Search (BFS) algorithms used in the data structure for 

searching a node in a directed or undirected graph, (2) MST (Minimum Spanning Tree) algorithm, 

(3) algorithms for finding the shortest path in a network, (4) Graph Planarity algorithm, and (5) 

depicting the data transfer in complex applications. There are numerous computer programming 

languages which are used in manipulating graph theory concepts. Some of the graph programming 

languages are explained below: 

2.1.1. GIRL (Graph Information Retrieval Language) 

Graph information retrieval language (GIRL) is a programming language that permits the IRD 

operations (i.e., insertion, retrieval, and deletion) of information mapped onto the graph structures. 

It has important significance in the three prospects: (1) syntactic and semantic network generation, 

Social graph: This type of graph is about the connections between people/users. Examples of the
social graph include Facebook, Twitter, and the idea of six degrees of separation.
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1.3. Our Contribution

The contributions of this research in the field of graph theory (GT) can be summarized as follows:
(i) it explains the relevant details about the graph theory concept, different types of the graphs, historical
background of the GT, its uses, and practical applications in the computer science (CS) field; (ii) it
summarizes the uses of the graphs in social networks (SNs) with sufficient details and concepts; (iii) it
covers many realistic examples from both CS and SN in which the graphs were increasingly used in
the recent past, and where the same trends may go in the future; (iv) it explains some open technical
challenges related to the graph’s handling which needs further research and development from the
research community; (v) it provides the visual examples with sufficient details that can help researchers
to get a concrete overview of the GT use from basic to advanced level in CS and SN domains; and (vi) to
the best of our knowledge, this is the first survey that covers GT use in both SNs and CS, respectively.

1.4. Paper Organization

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains the GT practical applications in
the field of CS with examples. Section 3 explains the novel applications of the GT in SNs. Section 4
discusses the challenges of the GT and summarizes the GT use in both fields (i.e., CS and SN). Finally,
conclusions and future directions are presented in a Section 5.

2. Graph Theory Practical Applications in the Computer Science Field

This section explains the GT applications in the field of computer science, with examples.

2.1. Uses of Graph Theory in Algorithms

In the field of CS, algorithms have very important roles for developing and upgrading applications.
Generally, software developers make the complete design of their applications prior to development,
and then they follow this design to develop applications, so that applications are flawless. GT plays
a very important role in designing algorithms. There are many algorithms developed with the help
of graphs to solve different real-world problems. Some of them are listed as: (1) Depth First Search
(DFS) and Breath First Search (BFS) algorithms used in the data structure for searching a node in a
directed or undirected graph, (2) MST (Minimum Spanning Tree) algorithm, (3) algorithms for finding
the shortest path in a network, (4) Graph Planarity algorithm, and (5) depicting the data transfer in
complex applications. There are numerous computer programming languages which are used in
manipulating graph theory concepts. Some of the graph programming languages are explained below:
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2.1.1. GIRL (Graph Information Retrieval Language)

Graph information retrieval language (GIRL) is a programming language that permits the IRD
operations (i.e., insertion, retrieval, and deletion) of information mapped onto the graph structures. It
has important significance in the three prospects: (1) syntactic and semantic network generation, (2)
syntactic and semantic network recognition, and (3) dynamic operations (i.e., IRD operations) on the
graph structure A practical example to retrieve relevant information using GIRL about animal’s source
information is shown in Figure 4.
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2.1.2. GASP (Graph Algorithm Software package)

GASP is the most widely used discrete event simulation language over graphs. It is flexible, easy
to code, and important for continuous/discrete event modeling and simulation. It has different blocks
for each specified task. The blocks supported by the GASP language in combination with the other
modules are listed in Table 1, and all these blocks are explained in the study [61].

Table 1. The list of blocks supported by the GASP language (Ref. [61]).

ADVANCE GENERATE PRIORITY SEIZE

ALTER JOIN QUEUE SPLIT

ASSIGN LEAVE RELEASE TABULATE

BUFFER LINK REMOVE TERMINATE

DEPART MARK RETURN TEST

ENTER MSA VEVALUE SAVE VALUE TANSFER

EXAMINE PREEMPT SCAN UNLINK

The graph given in Figure 5 is an example of the graph algorithm software packages used with a
GASP language for representing the weights.
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2.1.3. GTPL (Graph Theoretic Programming Language)

GTPL is an extension of the FORTRAN language for handling graphs. It is regarded as a dialect of
the FORTRAN programming language. GTPL and FORTRAN have lots of similarities in their syntax.
Meanwhile, GTPL is able to handle the collections of graphs. The comprehensive details about the
language can be found in the studies [62,63]. The example of the GTPL is shown in Figure 6. The
choice of the language depends upon the given problem and objectives of the analysis.
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2.2. Group Special Mobile Networks and Maps Coloring using Graphs

Group special mobile (GSM) is a geographical area network used for mobile phones. Geographical
area is divided into hexagonal areas or cell of varying sizes. A communication tower is connected to a
specific cell. Mobile phones are connected within a specific cell using that communication tower and
all mobile phones are connected to the GSM network by finding cells in a nearby area. GSM networks
have four different frequency ranges. Hence, a graph with four colors can be used to color the cellular
areas. A vertex coloring algorithm can be used to allocate four different frequencies for any GSM
network. This not only makes the network easier, but it improves the frequency adjustment as per the
user’s requirements. An example of the GSM architecture is given in Figure 7. GSM and their related
components can be modeled with graphs.
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2.3. Uses of Graph Algorithms/Concepts in Network Security Monitoring

We can use GT concepts in network security to represent the network attacks in real time/offline.
For example, a graph G with n number of vertices in which we search for a vertex of at most size k.
Here, our aim is to find a minimum vertex cover in the graph whose vertices can be used as routing
servers and whose edges will be used to connect these routing servers with each other [64,65]. Then, a
worm circulation solution should be found, and we can try to define a defense strategy for networks
against worm circulation only on the relevant vertex. A graph G which has a set of edges E is said to
cover G if each vertex of G occurs on at least one edge in e. An example of the G and vertex that can
cover the graph fully is given in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Vertex set V = {b, d, e} covers all nodes in graph G.

In addition, we can use graphs to perform real-time threat analysis. This can enable security
analysts to deploy defense mechanism accordingly [66]. We can also present the failure attempts on a
particular system via graphs. An example of this is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Login failures attempt analysis on a specific system using graphs.

The comprehensive details given in Figure 9 enable the security analyst to ensure best protection
for the victim machine. Accordingly, the classification of the insider and outsider threats can be
performed by informative analysis offered by interactive graphs.

2.4. Services Connectivity Analysis Using Graphs

An algorithm can be presented with the help of graph where different services are presented as
nodes of the graph and edges are used to link these services with each other. These services are used to
execute the algorithm. If there is a computer system S which is used to execute any specific algorithm
A. If A is an isomorphic algorithm/service to a sub graph of computer system S. There is one-to-one
mapping from nodes of algorithm/service A to nodes of computer system S. All the other services are
connected between these services held by computer system S which are required by algorithm/service
S. So, we can embed A in S. If G1 represents a computer system and G2 represents an algorithm/service,
then we can execute G2 (see Figure 10) with the help of G1. The accurate relationship modelling
between systems and algorithms is shown in Equation (1).

(Y1, Y2)→ (X1, X2), (Y1, Y2)→ (X2, X3) (1)
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A well-known design pattern, model, view, and controller (MVC) [67] interactions, can also be
modeled with the help of graphs. The graphical representation of the MVC pattern makes it simple for
the designers/developers to follow during actual development. An abstract view of the MVC design
pattern is depicted in Figure 11a, where the nodes are the module of the MVC, and edges represent
the interaction and data/control flow in a web application. In addition, the service-use flow can be
modelled via graphs with sufficient details (as shown in Figure 11b). For example, the user request can
be gathered at the controllers which makes the application error-free.
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for each distinct language used in an application. A generic overview of graphs used to represent the 
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In Figure 12, the language names are the vertex and files are attributes (files) of each language. 
With the help of the above concepts, one can organize all related files used in a web application for 
simplicity. Graphs can also be used in analyzing the website use trends and user visits frequency. 

2.5. Web Documents Clustering Using Graph Theory Concepts 

Web documents can be presented as a cluster in search engines. Web documents clustering is a 
process of organizing similar types of web documents together in a same class [68,69] or server. To 
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documents in one cluster [70]. Clustering is widely used in information retrieval processes [71–73] 
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Figure 11. Model, view, and controller (MVC) development architecture: overview and information
flow modelling via graphs.

With graphs, the applications testing can become easy and robust. Furthermore, the information
flow can be monitored easily. In some cases, it can be used to organize the complete files via graphs for
each distinct language used in an application. A generic overview of graphs used to represent the
main modules and related files of each scripting language are shown in Figure 12.
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In Figure 12, the language names are the vertex and files are attributes (files) of each language.
With the help of the above concepts, one can organize all related files used in a web application for
simplicity. Graphs can also be used in analyzing the website use trends and user visits frequency.
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2.5. Web Documents Clustering Using Graph Theory Concepts

Web documents can be presented as a cluster in search engines. Web documents clustering is a
process of organizing similar types of web documents together in a same class [68,69] or server. To
optimize the query and appropriate information retrieval, it is desirable to keep similar types of web
documents in one cluster [70]. Clustering is widely used in information retrieval processes [71–73] and
web document collections [74]. The concept of web document clustering is shown in Figure 13.Inventions 2020, 5, 10 9 of 38 
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Presenting web documents in the form of graphs has two benefits: (1) it uses the inherit structure 
of original web documents instead of using vectors that include its frequencies, and (2) it is not 
necessary to develop a new clustering algorithm from scratch for everything. An example of 
graphical representation of web documents is shown in Figure 16. The entities are the vertices of the 
graphs and linking between them is shown on the edges. 

Figure 13. Conceptual overview of web documents clustering.

k-means clustering algorithm is an exclusive clustering algorithm in which each data item is
related to only one cluster. In the k-mean clustering algorithm, each cluster is represented by the center
of the cluster called the mean point. k-mean algorithm can be implemented in four steps: (1) make the
partition of the different documents into k non-empty subsets, (2) compute the mean point of each
cluster, also known as seed point or centroid, (3) associate each document with its nearest cluster seed
point, and (4) go back to step 2; stop when there are no more documents remaining separate from a
cluster. An example of k-mean clustering working is given in Figure 14.
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k-mean clustering has variety of applications in each sector. The potential five applications
of k-mean clustering are given as: (1) modelling customer characteristics for target marketing and
campaigns, (2) customer need and preferences segmentation, (3) image compression for reducing the
space complexity in computer vision applications, (4) network security monitoring, and (5) SNA and
mining, etc. Another clustering method is a median graph which is an undirected graph used for
clustering in which there are any three vertices let’s say x, y, and z. These three vertices have a unique
median. In this undirected graph, the median is a vertex (x, y, z) that is related to the shortest path
between any two vertices of x, y, and z. A median graph of three vertices is shown in Figure 15.
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Presenting web documents in the form of graphs has two benefits: (1) it uses the inherit structure
of original web documents instead of using vectors that include its frequencies, and (2) it is not
necessary to develop a new clustering algorithm from scratch for everything. An example of graphical
representation of web documents is shown in Figure 16. The entities are the vertices of the graphs and
linking between them is shown on the edges.Inventions 2020, 5, 10 10 of 38 
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2.6. Representing/Modelling Wireless Sensor Network as a Graph

There are many applications of a wireless sensor network (WSN) such as defense applications
and tracking of different mobile objects. A special type of graph is called the Voronoi graph, which
decomposes a metric space determined by distance to identify the distinct set of objects within the
space. A Voronoi graph is drawn in a plane with the help of polygons in which different nodes are
presented as sensors and the boundaries of the polygon are considered as the range of every sensor.
A pictorial overview of WSN as a Voronoi graph is shown in Figure 17. In Figure 17, alphabets a-p
represent the sensor’s deployment location, and regions that are modelled with cells represent the
coverage range of the sensors. With the help of graphs, sensor deployment and their coverage in an
area of interest (AOI) can be modelled effectively.
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from each region and are processed at a base station. WSNs are useful for modelling and optimizing
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the transmission schemes [75]. A pictorial overview of a WSN as a graph is shown in Figure 18a. The
nodes are the sensors and edges are the links between nodes. Each sensor is used for monitoring and
recording the physical measures of the dedicated environment and retaining the collected data from a
specific location S shown with a square in Figure 18a. There is one source which collects data from
all sensor nodes. Some nodes from the network behave as relays for data forwarding to the sink. In
addition, GT can be used to model the load balancing to maximize the WSN lifetime and real-time
data collection from nodes [76]. The WSN topology and information flow is given in Figure 18b.Inventions 2020, 5, 10 11 of 38 
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2.7. Uses of the Graph Theory in Operational Research Problems

Apart from the GT applications discussed earlier, the graph theoretical concepts are very much
useful in operational research (OR). Many OR problems can be solved with the help of graphs, either
directed or undirected. GT helps in simplifying and modelling of complex OR problems.

2.7.1. Use of Graph Coloring

In many real-time applications of computer science, graph coloring technique is very important.
There are many coloring methods available depending upon the requirement of the real-time
applications. In graphs, proper coloring is used for the vertices and edges where no two vertices/ edges
should have the same color. This type of graph is called a colored graph, and the minimum number
of colors used in a graph is known as the chromatic number. The coloring is done in a way that two
adjacent vertices/edges get distinct colors for the clarity. The example of edges and vertex coloring is
shown in Figure 19a,b, respectively.
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2.7.2. Applications of Graph Theory in Scheduling-Related Problems

Graphs can be used in job-scheduling and flight-scheduling problems. Another example of a
scheduling problem is bi-processor tasks, for example when there are many processors and multiple
tasks to be executed. Each task should be executed by any two processors simultaneously, and we
should pre-allocate these two processors to the tasks. A processor will work only on one task at a time,
and it cannot execute multiple tasks simultaneously. Another example is a professor’s meeting with
multiple students in a lab that can be modelled using a graph. For example, the students who have a
meeting at the same time can be clustered in a group. The remaining students can be represented as
a graph. Transfer of files among the processors can be applicable in this type of problem. Applying
this scenario on the graph’s processors will be presented as vertices of graph and if there are any two
processors which will work on the same job, they will be connected using edges. Later, we can use the
coloring techniques in such a way that each color must appear only on one vertex. We have shown a
graph which represents the above scenario in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Processors having different tasks in a simultaneous fashion.

The above graph is showing that task1 is allocated to the processors (P1, P5), task2 is allocated to
processors (P1, P6), task3 is allocated to the processors (P2, P4) and task4 is allocated to the processors
(P3, P7). We can use the precoloring technique where allocation of jobs is predefined. Here, some
of the vertices of the graph will be pre-colored. List coloring is another technique which is used in
graph coloring where there is a list of colors available and we have to find a suitable color from the
available list of colors for each vertex. Timetable-scheduling problems can also be solved with the help
of bipartite graphs. A bipartite graph is a type of graph where vertices can be divided into two disjoint
sets of V and U. Each edge connects a vertex in U to one in V.

Suppose there are m number of professors with n number of subjects and p number of periods
should be arranged. We should present m number of professors and n number of subjects as the
vertices of the graph and these vertices will be connected with p number of edges where P represents
periods. We predefined that each processor can teach one subject at any one period. A maximum of
one processor should be taught one subject. The solution of this timetabling problem can be obtained
by dividing the edges of the graph G by the minimum number of its matches. Also, we can color
the edges of a graph. Requirements of teaching with four professors (i.e., M1~M4) and five subjects
(N1~N5) are summarized in Table 2, the corresponding bipartite graph is given in Figure 21.
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Table 2. Teaching with four professors and five subjects.

Professor\Subjects N1 N2 N3 N4 N5

M1 1 0 1 1 0

M2 0 1 0 1 0

M3 0 1 1 1 0

M4 1 0 0 1 1
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Finally, we can color the graph with the help of four colors using a vertex color algorithm. Four
colors can be recognized as four subjects. The selected subjects for the one professor are presented
in Table 3. Furthermore, graphs can be used for any scheduling problem involving multiple entities/
users/deadlines.

Table 3. Selected subjects for Professor M4.

Professor\Subjects 1 2 3

M4 N1 N4 N5

2.8. Applications of Graph Theory in the Internet of Things (IoT)

Due to the advancement in information and communication technologies (ICT), the internet of
things (IoT) has emerged as a new area of research. The well-known applications of the GT in the
IoT area are: (1) graph-based clustering for two-tier architecture [77], (2) risk assessment in internet
of things environment [78], (3) data functional networks and a domain functional networks [79],
(4) information diffusion in narrowband internet of things [80], (5) smart transportation using
internet-of-things-generated big data [81], (6) vulnerability assessment method in an industrial internet
of things (IIoTs) based on the attack graph and maximum flow [82], and information fusion of multiple
sources to defend intentional attacks [83].

2.9. Uses of Graphs in a Blockchin and Related Technologies

With the evolution of the 4th industrial revolution, blockchain technology has become popular in
recent years. Almost every user can now directly connect to any other user in the world, allowing
for point-to-point (p2p) information sharing. There exist plenty of GT applications in the blockchain
domain such as graph-based computing resource allocation, smart contract based agreement modelling,
transaction analysis, users’ interactions, and parallel healthcare systems (PHS). These, among others,
are well-known applications of GT in a blockchain domain [84–88].

2.10. Uses of Graph Theory in a Computer Vision Domain/Applications

Due to the recent advancement in ICT, computer vision applications are expanding day by day.
GT can be extensively used in computer vision applications by abstracting the underlying process.
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Furthermore, it can be used in modelling and analysis of the complex applications. Some examples
of GT in the computer vision domain are listed as: (1) graph-coloring-based surveillance video
synopsis [89], (2) visual tracking using sparse representation combined with context information [90],
two graph classes characterization by small forbidden induced structures using the weighted coloring
problem [91], NP-complete problems solutions [92], users’ mobility graph, and the computer vision
applications such as representation and matching of categorical shape, and human activity recognition.
These, and many others, are promising GT-based applications [93].

3. Applications of the Graph Theory in Social Networks (SN)

With the significant development in information and communication technology (ICT), the
adoption of the social network (SN) is increasing exponentially [94]. In recent years, SN has become a
popular means of information sharing and communicating [95,96] among adolescents. In addition,
business/service providers are using user information from the SN for multiple purposes such as latest
brands recommendation and campaigns. [97]. Analytics firms are heavily relying the SN user data for
analyzing social trends, user attitudes towards latest brands, intent mining, sentiment analysis, and
personality analysis [98]. The related concepts, applications, uses, and technological advancements
of SN are comprehensively explained in studies [99–103]. SNs are complex networks and can be
represented by a graph G(U, V), where U is the list of SN users or entities, and V represents the
set of edges showing the relationship between the users or items. The relationship might be the
friendship/lover/family member/sibling on a Facebook. A typical overview of the SN users in the
form of a graph is shown in Figure 22. The vertices are users, and edges represent the relationship
between the users. The edges can be directed or undirected and are used to represent the similarity,
trust, communication cost, interactions frequency, and influence between users in a SN.
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GT applications in a SN include SN evolution, information diffusion, community clustering and 
detection, SN trust modelling, influence modelling, information contagion, and privacy-preserving 
data publishing. All these applications employ the GT concept to represent the users as a graph, and 
show the related statistics (i.e., trust value, similarity, influence score) on the edges. Recently, graphs 
data publishing about SN users has also become a hot research area [104–108]. The GT applications 
in the field of SN along with sufficient description and examples are explained below. 

3.1. Use of Graphs for Community Clustering in a SN 

A community is a group of people/users with some common properties/attributes/ interests/ 
hobbies/locality/preferences, and/or backgrounds [109]. Community detection in a SN has a range of 
advantages including target advertising, collaborative filtering, group recommendation, interest-
based marketing, information diffusion, personalized advertisement, opinion leader selection, 
information contagion, and accelerating the information spread. An example of a community with 
100 users is given in Figure 24a,b. The users are grouped into two and five communities, respectively. 

Figure 22. Social network (SN) users modelled as a graph G.

The SN users’ graph can be either vertex labeled, or edge labelled. The vertices are mainly users
(i.e., containing users names or user id) and edges are the relationship (relation, trust, similarity, and/or
association) between them. The links can be directed or undirected depending on the problem. The
example of a labeled-vertex graph is shown in Figure 23a. The node labels are the users’ names and
edges are the relationship (i.e., friendship) between users. The example of a labeled-edges graph is
shown in Figure 23b. The nodes are the entities and edges are the relationship between them. In this
graph, users have five various kinds of relationships with each other.
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GT applications in a SN include SN evolution, information diffusion, community clustering and
detection, SN trust modelling, influence modelling, information contagion, and privacy-preserving
data publishing. All these applications employ the GT concept to represent the users as a graph, and
show the related statistics (i.e., trust value, similarity, influence score) on the edges. Recently, graphs
data publishing about SN users has also become a hot research area [104–108]. The GT applications in
the field of SN along with sufficient description and examples are explained below.

3.1. Use of Graphs for Community Clustering in a SN

A community is a group of people/users with some common properties/attributes/ interests/
hobbies/locality/preferences, and/or backgrounds [109]. Community detection in a SN has a range of
advantages including target advertising, collaborative filtering, group recommendation, interest-based
marketing, information diffusion, personalized advertisement, opinion leader selection, information
contagion, and accelerating the information spread. An example of a community with 100 users is
given in Figure 24a,b. The users are grouped into two and five communities, respectively.Inventions 2020, 5, 10 15 of 38 
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There exist plenty of methods to detect communities in SNs. For example, a node can be assigned
to a community based on a similarity value with other users in attribute values. In addition, users in a
SN can be placed in different communities based on their interests/attributes/behaviors/preferences.
Users can be regarded as one community having similar behaviors or attitudes toward some given
topic or event. In addition, user communities can be formed based on the activities in an online SN
(OSNs) such as commenting on the similar topic and posting similar contents on the SNs sites.

3.2. Use of Graphs for Information Diffusion in Social Networks

SNs allow hundreds of millions of Internet users around the globe to produce and consume digital
content [111]. The contents produced by SN users are text, images, videos, audios, memes, and their
combinations. The diffusion process is generally to share the relevant information with a large number
of audiences in a short period of time. If the contents reach a substantial number of audiences in a short
time, then the diffusion process is appropriate [112]. The diffusion process of a particular information I
is depicted in Figure 26. The red nodes took part in the diffusion process.Inventions 2020, 5, 10 16 of 38 
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The activation sequence can be extracted based on the time when the messages were exchanged,
[u4, u2, u3, u5], with t1 < t2 < t3 < t4. In some cases, the user’s communities are formed based on
the trust/interest/similarities, and information diffusion can be done with the relevant communities.
The three communities formed based on the interest are shown in Figure 27. With the help of these
communities, the diffusion process can become more robust and information can reach the users.
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Identifying the influential spreaders (IS) in a SN plays a crucial role in various areas, such as
disease outbreak, virus propagation, public opinion controlling/mining, and political campaigns.
Information diffusion can reach a substantial number of audiences via an IS in a short time. There exist
plenty of methods in research to identify ISs for information spread and control in SN [113–115].

3.3. Users’ Influence/Trust Score Representation in a Social Networks Via Graphs

Apart from the community clustering and information diffusion, GT concepts can be applied
to represent the users’ influence/trust on each other in a SN [116]. An example of experts’ influence
network is shown in Figure 28. In Figure 28, the nodes represent the experts, and edges represent
the influence of each expert on each other. The edges can also be used to show the trust score. With
the help of a graph, such complex modelling involving more than a million users can be represented
effectively. Furthermore, graphs can be used to model the association between different companies for
the group decision-making [117]. In addition, graphs can be used for trust modelling and analysis.
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3.4. Similarity Modeling/Representing between Social Network Users via Graphs

Finding similar users in a SN for marketing, recommendation, information control, latest brands
advertisement, promotion, sales announcements, and/or information diffusion is extremely important.
Similar users can be found in the SN by analyzing the similarities, SNs patterns of use, activities, hobbies,
buying choices, preferences, opinions, and interest. GT is a handy solution to represent the complex
networks of the users in a compact way. The users can be clustered based on different similarities
such as demographics, location, and behaviors. GT can be used to show the similarity/dissimilarity
between users. The dissimilarity graph among five SN users is shown in Figure 29. Similarly, the
similarity concept can be used in many other disciplines and users can be grouped based on the
similarity/dissimilarity measures [118].
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3.5. Social Network Analysis via Graphs

Social network analysis (SNA) is a current research area, and many studies have been proposed
using GT to represent status of entities in a SN. SNA is equipped with a set of methodologies and
mathematical formulas for calculating a variety of criteria for the informative analysis. These criteria
map and measure the links among things (i.e., people–people, people–item, item–item, and so on).
SNA is a process of analyzing the social structures through the joint use of networks and GT [119–121].
SNA characterizes networked structures represented as graph, where nodes (individual actors, users,
or things within a network) and the edges/links (relationships or interactions) that connect these
nodes [122]. Using social network analysis, one can get answers to five questions such as: (1) How
highly connected is an entity (SN user) within a network? (2) What is an entity’s overall importance in
a network? (3) How does information flow within a network? (4) How central is an entity within a
network? (5) Can a particular entity be an influential spreader in a graph? In this work, we define four
important metrics related to SNA, and show them graphically. A comprehensive description of the
four centrality measures is given in Figure 30.
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3.5.1. Closeness Centrality

Closeness centrality (CC) generally measures how quickly a user or entity can access a large
number of entities in a network. An entity with a high CC generally has four characteristics: (1) it has
quick access to other entities in a network, (2) it has a short path to reach other entities, (3) it is close to
other entities in a network, and (4) it has high visibility about what is happening in the network. An
example of CC using graph is shown in Figure 31a. If the network contains any entities (i.e., users) that
are un-linked (i.e., not linked to any other entities in a given network), the CC value for all entities in
the network is 0. This is due to formulas and algorithms established in the SNA. The entities or nodes
with high CC value can be used for the information spread control or diffusion purposes.
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3.5.2. Degree Centrality

Degree centrality (DC) represents the number of direct relationships of an entity in a network. A
node with high degree centrality has six properties: (1) it is regarded as an active user in a network, (2)
it often performs the role of a connector or hub in a network, (3) it is not generally a most connected
entity in a network (an entity may have a substantial relationship, the majority of which refer to
low-level entities), (4) it might be in a privileged position in a network, (5) it may have alternative
paths to satisfy organizational requirements, and consequently may have less dependability on other
individuals in a network, and (6) it can often be regarded as third parties or deal makers. An example
of DC using graph is shown in Figure 31b. In our example network diagram, Alice has the highest DC,
which means that she is more active in a network compared to the all other users. However, she is
not necessarily the most influential person because she is directly connected within one degree to the
people in her group—she has to go through Rafael to get to another user’s group.

3.5.3. Betweenness Centrality

Betweenness centrality (BC) mainly identifies a user’s placement within a graph in terms of its
capacity to make connections to other users or users’ groups in a graph/network. An entity with a high
BC generally has three characteristics: (1) it holds a favored or powerful position in a network, (2) it is
prone to a single point of failure, i.e., take the single betweenness spanner out of a network and you
sever ties between cliques, and (3) it has a significant amount of influence over what happens in a
network. An example of BC using graph is shown in Figure 31c. In the presented example, Rafael
has the highest BC because he is between Alice and Aldo, who are between other users. Alice and
Aldo have a slightly lower betweenness because they are essentially only between their own groups.
Therefore, although Alice has a higher DC, Rafael has more importance in a network in certain aspects
considering the SNA.
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3.5.4. Eigenvalue Centrality

Eigenvalue centrality (EVC) measures how close a user is to other highly close entities within a
network. A high EVC has two main properties: (1) it represents an actor that is more central to the
main pattern of distances among all entities in a network, and (2) it is an appropriate measure of one
aspect of centrality in terms of positional advantages. An example of EVC using graph is shown in
Figure 31d. In Figure 31d, it can be observed that Rafael and Alice are closer to other highly close
entities in a network. Frederica and Bob are also highly close, but to a lesser value. In addition, GT
concepts can be applied to show the minimum number of connections that can be made by different
numbers of users in a SN [123]. The edges represent the connection with different users, and vertices
represent the actual users.

3.5.5. Jordan Centrality

Jordan centrality (JC) is considered as a node having the smallest maximum distance to other
contaminated and recovered nodes [124]. Accordingly, the number of Jordan centers is equivalent
to the radius of a graph [125]. Figure 32 shows an example of the JC, where nodes Jam, Alice, and
Frederica have a JC value of 3. The nodes in the example having a JC of value three are highlighted
with yellow color.
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3.6. Analyzing the Modularity in a Social Network Users’ Graph

In many cases, we can cluster the network into a number of communities (also called subgraphs).
We can use the modularity score/measure to assess the ‘quality’ of this clustering of a complete SN
graph. A higher score represents that the network/graph splitting into small subgraphs/communities
is ‘highly accurate’, whereas a low score shows our clusters are more random than insightful. The
latter case can lead to the wrong recommendation/analysis in most cases. Generally, the partition
with the strong correlation of the objects in the subgraph is preferred. In simple words, modularity
measures the quality of partitioning. The example of the modularity including both cases (high and
low) is shown in Figure 33a,b, respectively. With the significant increase in the use of SNs in recent
years, the modularity concept has been extensively studied in the research [126–128].
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3.7. Topic of Interest Modelling Using Graphs in Social Networks

Graphs can be used to model the topic of interests. With the wide adoption of SNs, topic modelling
has been significantly applied to extract multifaceted information about users. Topic modelling
can be defined as a method/procedure to find a group of words (i.e., topic) from a collection of
documents/paragraphs (for example, a user’s posts, opinions, reviews, and comments on SN platforms)
that best represent the information in the collection. It can also be thought of as a form of text
mining/processing, or a way to obtain frequently occurring patterns of words in a textual material.
Many studies have been proposed for the topic modelling including information-based, content-based,
activity-based, and/or aspect-based topic modelling [129–131].

In a micro-blog scenario/application, the noun entities play an important role in language
understanding, interpretation, and content generation, which efficiently reflects personal interest
knowledge. An example of five topics extracted from micro-blogs is shown in Figure 34a. In Figure 34a,
the vertices are the topics with names, and edges model the relationship between them. These topics can
be further classified according to the information they contain. The sample of information contained in
all five topic categories (listed in Figure 34a) is presented in Figure 34b. Through the topic modelling,
information retrieval and processing can become robust. In addition, topic modelling can be used to
analyze SN a user’s behaviors in a SN. Furthermore, it can be used for user’s profile modelling for
target advertisements. Recently, topic modelling has been extensively used in the sentiment analysis for
cyberbullying detection in SNs. Furthermore, topic modelling has been significantly used in the natural
language processing (NLP) for text classification and analysis. With the advancements in machine
learning and deep learning techniques, topic modelling has been extensively used in sentiment analysis
regarding topic of interest, feedback about shows, and product reviews.
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3.8. User Identification across Social Networks by Analyzing Structural Properties of the Graphs

Users in a SN are modelled/represented as graphs. By analyzing the structural properties of the
graphs, users can be identified across the SNs. In addition, they can be used by attackers to re-identify
the user’s behaviors/activities in various SNs. An example of behavioral habit-based user identification
across social networks is given by authors [132]. The survey about the across-SNs user identification in a
comprehensive way is explained by a related study [133]. The across-social-network user identification
(ASNUI) can help perfect user information and user activity analysis, offer personalized service
recommendations, and be used for data mining, as well as provide support for scientific research
collaboration. The across-SN user mapping is given in Figure 35a. The user’s re-identification example
by exploiting the structure of the two different SNs user graph is depicted in Figure 35b.
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3.9. Social-Attribute Network (SAN) Modelling and Analysis via Graphs

Given a directed social network in the form of a graph G, where nodes are users and edges
represent relationships (i.e., friends) between users, and M distinct binary attributes, which could be
static attributes (e.g., name of school, name of employer, major) or dynamic attributes (e.g., interest
groups, preferences), a social attribute network (SAN) is an enlarged network with M additional nodes
where each such node corresponds to a specific binary attribute, either static or dynamic. For each user
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u in G with attribute a, we can create an undirected link between u and a (user -> attribute) in the SAN.
An example of a SAN is shown in Figure 36, and it contains six users and four attributes.
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The above figure contains the social links (direct edges) and attributes links (undirected edges).
Graphs can be potentially applicable to represent a SAN for large networks. SANs can be used in
analyzing the sparse distribution of the attributes and missing values. In recent years, graphs modelling
for SAN analysis is attracting significant attention from other related domains [134].

3.10. Graph Theory Applications in Recommendation Systems

The amount of digital content that is being produced by social media sites, movies, television
shows, and browsing history is increasing tremendously, and it is very difficult for a user or an
individual to choose relevant content according to his/her interest from such a huge pool of the
available content. There are endless choices for each item such as movies, songs, purchasing items,
friends in a SN, and books. Hence, we need a system to filter out most of this content and give
suggestions to a user about the relevant content only [135]. Recommendation systems are designed to
solve this problem, and to give consumers/users a best suggestion based on existing data, historical
data, and user preferences. Recommendation systems are widely used in e-commerce sites, SN
service delivery, healthcare, government sectors, and academia. For example, Netflix suggests movies,
Facebook suggests friends based on similarities (i.e., demographic, spatial, temporal, interest, and
relationships) and interests, Amazon suggests products, Google Scholar recommends relevant articles
based on the area of expertise of researchers, and music applications such as iTunes, YouTube, and
Spotify suggest next songs that the user may like to hear based on the current song a user is listening
to. It can even be applied to other domains such as social networking micro-blogs, information spread,
rumor control, cyber aggression, and hate speech. Facebook uses it for suggesting friends, posts, and
events. GT can play a vital role to model the association between users and items of their interest. For
example, to model the association between users and movies, the nodes can be the customer/movie
and edges will represent whether a particular user has watched a movie or not. We present an example
of the bipartite graph to show the usage of graphs in a recommendation system. The information
about three customers and four movies is depicted in Table 4.

Table 4. Relevant information about the customers and movies.

Customer/Movie Movie 1 Movie 2 Movie 3 Movie 4

Customer 1 0 1 0 1

Customer 2 0 1 1 1

Customer 3 1 0 1 0

In Table 4, the zeros represent whether a customer has watched a particular movie or not. The
non-zeros represent that a customer has watched the particular movie and the numeric value represents
the rating he/she has given for that movie. The equivalent bipartite graph obtained from the data given
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in Table 4 is shown in Figure 37. The actual dataset of the users has a total of 9123 movies and 671
users. Therefore, the bipartite graph matrix has a size of (9123 × 671). The association between the
movies and users can be easily modelled using a bipartite graph. The recommendation about relevant
movies/songs can be done by the content analysis and collaborative filtering [136].
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3.11. Social Interactions Modelling between Users in Social Networks via Graphs

SNs provide the means of interaction between users and it is well-documented that individuals
care about how others around them are doing or behaving [137]. There exist studies that report a
production economy in which consumers provide a labor-type supply to a representative firm to earn
income for consumption, and their utility depends on their own leisure time, their own consumption
level, as well as their relative’s consumption levels. Four network structures (empty network, ring
network, star network, and core-periphery network) with different production technologies are
analyzed. The proposed study applied the general equilibrium effect of the social preferences and
network schemas [138]. An example of four network structures modelled with graphs is shown in
Figure 38.Inventions 2020, 5, 10 24 of 38 
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3.12. Privacy-Preserving Social Network Data Publishing With Researchers/Analysts For Analysis

Tremendous amounts of data are being generated/collected by organizations like hospitals, banks,
e-commerce, and retail and supply chains from their users/consumers/subscribers. Just like traditional
organizations, SNs such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube also collect an excessive amount of
data about their users. On the one hand, releasing stored data is beneficial for data mining firms.
On the other hand, releasing data may violate the users’ privacy. In this work, we discuss the
privacy-preserving SN data publishing in a structural (i.e., graph) form. Related studies which publish
the SN user’s data by perturbing graph structure can be found in the literature [139–143]. The SN data
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is in a structural form and is perturbed before publishing with the analytics firm for analysis. In the
literature, there exist plenty of techniques which modify the graph structure by either nodes/vertex [144],
edges/connections [145], and/or both [146]. For decreasing the attacker’s knowledge to re-identify
the individuals, the degree concept is employed on graph structure. An example of the 4-degree and
2-degree (i.e., k = 2, 4) anonymous graph is shown in Figure 39. The purpose of imposing the degree
constraint is to hide the user in the crowd of k other users to protect his/her private information privacy.
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Figure 39 illustrates 2-degree anonymous graphs. In Figure 39a all four nodes have the same
degree, which is 2, so the graph is 4-degree anonymous. In Figure 39b two nodes have degree 3
and four nodes have degree 2, so the graph is 2-degree anonymous. In every k-degree anonymous
graph, for every node v belonging V there exist at least k-1 other nodes that have the same degree as of
v [147]. A general example of the naïve anonymization of the SN data is shown in Figure 40. Here
the user’s direct identities (i.e., names, SSN, cell phone numbers, and emails) are removed from the
anonymous graph.Inventions 2020, 5, 10 25 of 38 
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Figure 40. Example of the social network anonymization given in the form of a graph.

Recently, due to the widespread adoption of SNs around the globe, many efforts have been
devoted to anonymous SN user data publishing by perturbing the graph structures [148,149]. In the
following two examples, we present the anonymization of the graph by adding a new vertex and edges,
respectively. The purpose to perturb the graph structure is to increase uncertainty for the intruders.
An example of the 3-degree anonymous graph by adding edges is shown in Figure 41a. In Figure 41a,
the edges with red color are the newly added edges to increase uncertainty. By adding the new edges,
the utility of the original graphs decreases but the privacy guarantee increases due to more uncertainty.
The decision about the vertex addition or edges addition is made on the basis of the published data on
consumers, target application, and nature of the data. An example of the anonymization by adding the
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vertices/nodes is shown in Figure 41b. The marked vertices are the newly added vertices. By adding the
new edges and vertices, the information preservation/revelation degree can be adjusted accordingly.
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In some cases, the relational anonymization techniques are applied to the graph structure to
preserve user privacy in publishing SN data [150,151]. An example of the l-diverse and k-anonymous
graph is shown in Figure 42. Such concepts were used for the tabular data anonymization but due to
the widespread uses of the SN data, such concepts have been increasingly employed on the SN data.
However, these concepts are combined with some structural modifications to produce the anonymous
graph from the original graph. Meanwhile, due to the conceptual simplicity of the l-diversity and
k-anonymity privacy models, both these models have been extensively used in relational and graph
data anonymization. These models significantly preserve the user’s privacy in data publishing with
analysts/researchers without significantly degrading data usefulness.Inventions 2020, 5, 10 26 of 38 
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The modelled graph of the communities can be used for detecting events in temporal/social
networks. The suggested method used for event detection is motivated by the fact that viral information
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spreading has distinct diffusion/spread patterns with respect to the community structures. Specifically,
Moriano et al. [152] suggest that global events trigger viral information cascades and can thus be
detected by monitoring intra- and inter-community communications that occur across the community
boundaries. By comparing the expanse of communication patterns among intra- and inter-communities,
authors show that it is possible to detect several types of events, even when they do not trigger a
significantly larger communication among users. A schematic representation of the proposed event
detection method taken from the Moriano et al. [152] study is shown in Figure 43.

From Figure 43, it can be observed that for each network, nodes are belonging to the same
communities but different patterns of communication within and across communities appear. In
Figure 43a, when there is no event, most of the communication takes place within communities only.
In Figure 43b, when a global event occurs, more communication takes place among the communities
because of the global relevance and the virality of the specific event. Through this way the events can
be accurately detected in any social network modelled as a graph G. In addition, it is a robust way of
event detection in SN.
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3.14. Affiliation Network Modelling Using Graphs in Social Network

In a SN, users form different types of networks such as friendship networks, community networks,
interest networks, and affiliation networks (AN). An AN [153] is represented as a bipartite graph
with two types of nodes V and H, and the affiliation links between them Eh. Figure 44 shows an
example of this AN graph. In this AN graph, the left-hand side represents different users, and on the
right-hand side there are different movies that the users have rated. The affiliation links have a weight
corresponding to the movie ratings provided by each user, on a scale that ranges from 1~5. These types
of the network are common in a recommender system and user–user/item modelling.
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With the help of affiliation networks, the URL access patterns can be modeled with ease. For
example, there is a bipartite graph of (query, URL) just like (users, movies) pairs. Here, the links
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have a weight corresponding to the number of users who posed a particular query and clicked on the
particular URL while using the web. GT concepts are extensively used for the appropriate modelling
of such problems. GT concepts are helpful in representing the large data volumes concisely.

3.15. Modelling of the Sybil Attack in Social Networks Using Graphs

SNs such as Facebook, YouTube, and BitTorrent have become vulnerable to Sybil attacks [154].
Many existing studies reported that Sybil users affect the correct functioning of any SN by contributing
malicious content. Hence, illegitimately increasing influence and power with legitimate users.
Malicious activities from the Sybil users are posing serious threats to the SN users, who trust the
service and depend on it for online interactions just like normal users. There exist two categories
of solutions that are available to defend Sybils attacks in a SN: (1) sybil detection/identification, and
(2) sybil resistance/admittance control. Sybil detection schemes leverage the SN structure to identify
whether a given user is sybil or non-sybil. We present an example of the graph that can be used to
model the sybils in a SN (see Figure 45).
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Apart from the sybil attack, SNs confront with the friend in the middle (FITM) attack [155]. The
graphical representation of the FITM attack is shown in Figure 46. In this attack, the adversary hijacks
the session to infer the personal information of the users. Such attacks target the user’s sensitive
information shared/exchanged with other users.
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3.16. Estimating and Inferring the Strengths of Social Relations among Different People in SN Using Graphs

GT can be applied to estimate the strength of social relationships among different users in a
SN users’ graph. In social relationship graphs, the nodes represent the users and edges represent
the interactions between users. Through the analysis of the interactions, the user’s opinions can be
modelled. There exist direct relationships between the opinion and interactions [156]. An example to
estimate the strengths of social relations among users via SN interactions is depicted in Figure 47.
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In addition to the above sixteen potential applications of the graphs in SNs, we present the
SN problem comprehensive taxonomy in Figure 48. Graphs can be utilized in all of the given
problems/phenomena of SNs for the modelling and analysis [157]. With the help of graphs, the
modelling and analysis of SNs become much easier. Furthermore, the user’s representation and
modelling via graphs has number of advantages in term of summarizing a large dataset in a visual
form, easy comparison between different datasets, better clarification of trends in the data than other
representation such as tables, and at a glance estimation of the key values. In addition, the graphs hold
more pieces of information about the entities such as node properties, node’s degree, edge/node labels,
and graph metrics (closeness, centralities, path lengths, cliques, subgraphs, reachability). Such valuable
information plays a vital role in achieving many scientific and business objectives by analyzing the
SN graphs.Inventions 2020, 5, 10 29 of 38 
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4. Summary and Discussion

GT concepts are potentially applicable to model/analyze the various problems of CS and SNs.
In this paper, we summarize the uses of the GT in ten general applications related to CS, and
sixteen applications of GT in SNs. We found that GT concepts are fundamental in SN analysis and
modelling. Furthermore, we present examples with real-world cases. For example, in algorithm
execution, the graphs can be used to model the statement and their connections with each other,
the execution order of the algorithm’s statements, the control flow, the data flow, and the algorithm
testing. In service connectivity analysis, graphs can be used to analyze the links between different
services, communication patterns, order of the call-backs, service request and response order, and
execution order. In web documents clustering, graphs can be used to cluster relevant documents
for queries to make the searching and information retrieval robust. In WSN, graphs can be used to
represent the topology of node deployment, order of the values/data collection, faulty and non-faulty
components representation, and sensing co-ordination and controls. In IoT domain, graphs can be
used for information diffusion, data collection, flow analysis, monitoring of attacks, risk assessment,
information retrieval, and collaboration among devices. In the blockchain domain, graphs can be
used to represent the p2p network users, links between peers, peer communication analysis, peer
interaction patterns, and peer status analysis. In computer vision, the graphs are used to perform the
image analysis, corner detections, histogram representations, and linkages between moving objects.

SNA applications include marketing as well as risk and fraud detection. Marketing applications
are customer buying patterns prediction and announcing the marketing campaigns. Since user group
characteristics can impact buying rates/behaviors, firms may be able to guess and estimate sales using
SNA to better understand group behavior and thereby individual behavior. Similarly, by identifying
influencers (e.g., influential spreaders, opinion leaders) within groups, firms can launch marketing
campaigns. The influence of a group member makes other members more likely to purchase the
offering or change their opinion. On the risk and fraud detection front, SNA can be employed to
detect money misuse and fraud involving credit cards (using people-buyer patterns or activities over
websites). Applying SNA to online customer data created through online activities among students and
faculty may allow us to understand which types of online activities are most beneficial for e-learning.
GT can be used in SN security and privacy analysis. In addition, GT can be used in all SNA-related
problems (see Figure 48).

Aside from the numerous applications of GT in CS and SN, the users/developer of GT face
several challenges while processing complex graphs. We summarize a few unique technical challenges
discussed by Sahu et al. [158]. The technical challenges related to graphs are presented in Figure 49
in brief.
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and services, event and activities, and trifle. 

 Consumption graph: The consumption graph is also known as the “payment graph”. It is mainly 

used in the retail industry. Many e-commerce companies such as eBay, Amazon, and Walmart 

use this type of graphs to track the consumption of their customers/subscribers. Examples of the 

consumption graph include credit risk analysis and chargebacks. 

 Interest graph: Interest graphs models a user’s interests. It has been used for the organizing the 

web by interest rather than indexing only webpages.  

 Mobile graph: This type of graph is built from mobile data. The mobile data include browsing 

data from the web, smart applications, web applications, digital wallets, global positioning 

systems (GPS), and Internet of Things (IoT) devices. 

1.3. Our Contribution 

The contributions of this research in the field of graph theory (GT) can be summarized as follows: 

(i) it explains the relevant details about the graph theory concept, different types of the graphs, 

historical background of the GT, its uses, and practical applications in the computer science (CS) field; 

(ii) it summarizes the uses of the graphs in social networks (SNs) with sufficient details and concepts; 

(iii) it covers many realistic examples from both CS and SN in which the graphs were increasingly 

used in the recent past, and where the same trends may go in the future; (iv) it explains some open 

technical challenges related to the graph’s handling which needs further research and development 

from the research community; (v) it provides the visual examples with sufficient details that can help 

researchers to get a concrete overview of the GT use from basic to advanced level in CS and SN 

domains; and (vi) to the best of our knowledge, this is the first survey that covers GT use in both SNs 

and CS, respectively. 

1.4. Paper Organization 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains the GT practical applications in 

the field of CS with examples. Section 3 explains the novel applications of the GT in SNs. Section 4 

discusses the challenges of the GT and summarizes the GT use in both fields (i.e., CS and SN). Finally, 

conclusions and future directions are presented in a Section 5. 

2. Graph Theory Practical Applications in the Computer Science Field 

This section explains the GT applications in the field of computer science, with examples. 

2.1. Uses of Graph Theory in Algorithms  

In the field of CS, algorithms have very important roles for developing and upgrading 

applications. Generally, software developers make the complete design of their applications prior to 

development, and then they follow this design to develop applications, so that applications are 

flawless. GT plays a very important role in designing algorithms. There are many algorithms 

developed with the help of graphs to solve different real-world problems. Some of them are listed as: 

(1) Depth First Search (DFS) and Breath First Search (BFS) algorithms used in the data structure for 

searching a node in a directed or undirected graph, (2) MST (Minimum Spanning Tree) algorithm, 

(3) algorithms for finding the shortest path in a network, (4) Graph Planarity algorithm, and (5) 

depicting the data transfer in complex applications. There are numerous computer programming 

languages which are used in manipulating graph theory concepts. Some of the graph programming 

languages are explained below: 

2.1.1. GIRL (Graph Information Retrieval Language) 

Graph information retrieval language (GIRL) is a programming language that permits the IRD 
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Variety of entities: Generally, graphs represent a very wide variety of entities. However, many of
them are not naturally distinguished to be used as vertices or edges. Interestingly, traditional companies
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collected data comprised of products, quotes, orders, and transactions, which are stored easily in the
relational systems. Meanwhile, the graph rendering, and representation is not straightforward. Hence,
it demands a flexible storage and retrieval system in graphical form.
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Ubiquity: In many real-world problems, the size of graphs can be very large, often containing over a
billion/trillion number of edges and nodes. These large graphs represent the entities and relationships
between them. Therefore, their handling and processing is a big challenge. Organizations such as
Google, Facebook, and Twitter are facing such problems.
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Scalability: The capability to process very large graphs containing many users’ data efficiently is
very challenging. Rendering of the large graphs needs extensive computing power and storage.
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Data visualization: Visualization is an important task in participants’ graph processing. After
scalability, the graph developers/users need appropriate visualization as their second most pressing
challenge. The visualization of the large dataset containing many entities is extremely complex and
selecting appropriate visualization is very challenging.
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Prevalence of relational database management systems (RDBMs): In the presence of RDBMS,
sometimes it becomes difficult to choose the task modelling between relational and structural.

A number of technical challenges reported by Nadya et al. [159] have also been extensively studied
in the recent past. According to the authors, the technical challenges related to the graph are:
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2.1.1. GIRL (Graph Information Retrieval Language) 
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operations (i.e., insertion, retrieval, and deletion) of information mapped onto the graph structures. 
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Few trusted datasets of relevant scales exist that allow for rigorous evaluation of detection techniques
on the graph data. The description of the backgrounds (normal patterns and noise) and foregrounds
(target and anomalous patterns) are still being formalized.
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Relationships of interest to many applications are highly dynamic. Dealing with large-scale
dynamic graphs is an emerging research area, and significant efforts are needed to deal with such
large-scale graphs.
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In practice, many graphs can be made from a given dataset. However, determining what the graph’s
representation will be the most effective for a particular task is a highly complex task.
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It has important significance in the three prospects: (1) syntactic and semantic network generation, 

In some real-world problems, it is necessary to quickly generate multiple different graphs from
the same dataset or from multiple datasets. Meanwhile, storage, representation, and data-access
techniques are often hard-coded, making this a difficult, error-prone, and time-consuming task.
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(iii) it covers many realistic examples from both CS and SN in which the graphs were increasingly 

used in the recent past, and where the same trends may go in the future; (iv) it explains some open 

technical challenges related to the graph’s handling which needs further research and development 

from the research community; (v) it provides the visual examples with sufficient details that can help 

researchers to get a concrete overview of the GT use from basic to advanced level in CS and SN 

domains; and (vi) to the best of our knowledge, this is the first survey that covers GT use in both SNs 

and CS, respectively. 

1.4. Paper Organization 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains the GT practical applications in 

the field of CS with examples. Section 3 explains the novel applications of the GT in SNs. Section 4 

discusses the challenges of the GT and summarizes the GT use in both fields (i.e., CS and SN). Finally, 

conclusions and future directions are presented in a Section 5. 

2. Graph Theory Practical Applications in the Computer Science Field 

This section explains the GT applications in the field of computer science, with examples. 

2.1. Uses of Graph Theory in Algorithms  

In the field of CS, algorithms have very important roles for developing and upgrading 

applications. Generally, software developers make the complete design of their applications prior to 

development, and then they follow this design to develop applications, so that applications are 

flawless. GT plays a very important role in designing algorithms. There are many algorithms 

developed with the help of graphs to solve different real-world problems. Some of them are listed as: 

(1) Depth First Search (DFS) and Breath First Search (BFS) algorithms used in the data structure for 

searching a node in a directed or undirected graph, (2) MST (Minimum Spanning Tree) algorithm, 

(3) algorithms for finding the shortest path in a network, (4) Graph Planarity algorithm, and (5) 

depicting the data transfer in complex applications. There are numerous computer programming 

languages which are used in manipulating graph theory concepts. Some of the graph programming 

languages are explained below: 

2.1.1. GIRL (Graph Information Retrieval Language) 

Graph information retrieval language (GIRL) is a programming language that permits the IRD 

operations (i.e., insertion, retrieval, and deletion) of information mapped onto the graph structures. 

It has important significance in the three prospects: (1) syntactic and semantic network generation, 

Many graph algorithms have high computational complexity. Also, the complexity increases
exponentially with the increase in number of entities. Many factors contribute to this inefficiency, for
example, sparsity of data and poor data locality of operations.
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and CS, respectively. 

1.4. Paper Organization 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains the GT practical applications in 

the field of CS with examples. Section 3 explains the novel applications of the GT in SNs. Section 4 

discusses the challenges of the GT and summarizes the GT use in both fields (i.e., CS and SN). Finally, 

conclusions and future directions are presented in a Section 5. 

2. Graph Theory Practical Applications in the Computer Science Field 

This section explains the GT applications in the field of computer science, with examples. 

2.1. Uses of Graph Theory in Algorithms  

In the field of CS, algorithms have very important roles for developing and upgrading 

applications. Generally, software developers make the complete design of their applications prior to 

development, and then they follow this design to develop applications, so that applications are 

flawless. GT plays a very important role in designing algorithms. There are many algorithms 

developed with the help of graphs to solve different real-world problems. Some of them are listed as: 

(1) Depth First Search (DFS) and Breath First Search (BFS) algorithms used in the data structure for 

searching a node in a directed or undirected graph, (2) MST (Minimum Spanning Tree) algorithm, 

(3) algorithms for finding the shortest path in a network, (4) Graph Planarity algorithm, and (5) 

depicting the data transfer in complex applications. There are numerous computer programming 

languages which are used in manipulating graph theory concepts. Some of the graph programming 

languages are explained below: 

2.1.1. GIRL (Graph Information Retrieval Language) 

Graph information retrieval language (GIRL) is a programming language that permits the IRD 

operations (i.e., insertion, retrieval, and deletion) of information mapped onto the graph structures. 

It has important significance in the three prospects: (1) syntactic and semantic network generation, 

The detection theory concept for graphs is a new area of research, and for the most settings, the
performance bounds have not been explored well. Furthermore, for most datasets related to networks,
there is no fine-grained manner to specify what type of patterns will be explored (i.e., be detectable),
and what type of patterns will be subsumed in the noise.

The technical challenges summarized above need significant attention from developers and
researchers. In addition, there is an emerging need of the databases which can store the graphs. There
exist some databases like Neo4j, but the scalability of such tools is not suited to large-scale applications
involving multiple entities data such as Facebook user data. In addition, the graph rendering software
does not scale well with the size of the graph. Thus, development of the tools, software, and libraries
that can process large-scale graphs efficiently has become imperative.

5. Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we have presented a review of the works carried out in the field of computer science
(CS) and social networks (SN) which employs the concepts of graph theory (GT). The contribution
can assist many researchers from various perspectives by analyzing graph properties and choosing
the right combination of the graphs according to their problem. The well-summarized potential
applications of GT can assist beginner researchers to grasp its concepts and existing use in many diverse
applications of CS and SN domains. In addition, we provided practical examples and explanations of
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the potential use of GT to emphasize the importance of graphs in modern research. Apart from the novel
applications of the graphs in CS and SN such as modelling of the network security breaches, modelling
user interactions with e-commerce sites, network topology modelling, scheduling-related problems,
network routing analysis, operating environment modelling in robotics for pathfinding, network traffic
flow analysis, effective representation of wireless sensor networks, SN user’s interaction/relationship
modelling, topic of interest modelling, user’s community clustering/detection, information diffusion,
opinion leader detection, user behavior analysis, privacy-preserving user data publishing, cybercrime
detection, and influence/trust modeling, graphs can be used in modelling vehicular networks and
provision of digital signage (i.e., digital contents) on the roads. Graphs can also be used for a vehicle’s
mobility analysis, audio/video content dissemination, vehicle-to-vehicle routing, capturing information
about traffic flow, and/or for safety indications on the roads. In addition, they can be applied to assist
in executing traffic management and routing plans. In the future, it will be imperative to devise new
graphical tools and applications for the vehicular network management due to the emergence of
smart cities.

In the future, we plan to extend the results in describing the uses of the GT in specific sectors
such as healthcare, green energy environment, smart home environment, advanced SN user analysis,
federated learning, and other related areas. In addition, we intend to investigate the GT potential
applications in other disciplines of science including chemistry, biology, and physics. The intent
analysis [160] by fusing multiple graphs data and analysis, is a promising area to be explored further
leveraging the graphs. Finally, we intend to explore the usage of GT in data science, which has become
a very popular area of research in recent years.
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